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 The  Moonlight  Wraith  may  be  the  only  one  who  can  keep  her 
 alive…if he doesn’t kill her himself. 

 He  corners  me  in  an  alley.  An  assassin.  A  killer  of  killers.  A  usurped  king. 
 The  Moonlight  Wraith  is  hungry  to  regain  his  stolen  throne,  and  he  claims 
 I have the magic he needs to secure his vengeance. 

 He  must  have  lost  his  sanity  along  with  his  kingdom  because  the  only 
 true  ability  I  possess  is  wielding  my  smart  mouth  at  times  I  shouldn’t.  So  I 
 do  what  any  drunk  human  trying  to  survive  in  a  supernatural  world  might 
 do—I throw up on his shoes. 

 Despite  my  attempts  to  refuse  the  sexy  fae,  I  soon  find  myself  sucked 
 into  his  war—and  lost  in  his  penetrating  silver  stare.  The  way  he  looks  at 
 me  makes  it  seem  like  he  wants  me  for  more  than  just  revenge.  But  how 
 could a powerful fae king fall for a lowly human outcast like me? 

 I’m  no  queen.  And  once  he  figures  that  out,  my  heart  won’t  be  the  only 
 casualty. 

 QUEEN  ME,  a  spicy  standalone  paranormal  romance  set  in  Kel 
 Carpenter’s  Immortal Vices and Virtues  universe. 
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 What Readers Are Saying… 
 ✮✮✮✮✮  “Love with a touch of vengeance.” 
 ✮✮✮✮✮  “Fantastic magical chemistry!” 
 ✮✮✮✮✮  “Loved this book!!!” 
 ✮✮✮✮✮  “Holy smokes!!!” 
 ✮✮✮✮✮  “Holy freaking shirtballs!” 
 ✮✮✮✮✮  “I need more!!!” 

 Website  ✦  Facebook  ✦  Twitter  ✦  Instagram  ✦  Pinterest  ✦  Goodreads  ✦  BookBub  ✦  Amazon  ✦  Audible  ✦  iBooks 

 Looking  for  the  latest  Amber  Lynn  Natusch  updates?  Look  no  further!  Sign  up  for  her  newsletter  to  receive  news, 
 exclusive content, giveaways, and more delivered directly to your inbox!  Subscribe Now! 

 For public relations and media inquiries, please contact publicist Jena Gregoire at  bookmojopr@gmail.com  . 
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